"Callaloo" follows, in historically correct sequence, its culinary antecedent, "Caribbean pepper-pot" books that for one or another reason have fallen through the cracks of the review process. Some represent titles for which the book review editors have found it impossible, despite repeated efforts, to find a consenting reviewer; others lie on the periphery of geographical or topical categories we cover; yet others do not, in our view, merit longer review in this journal. But all, we think, deserve to be brought to the attention of NWIG readers. Unlike a Books Received column, Callaloo is retrospective; it is intended to complement the substantial section of the journal devoted to reviews themselves.
Most cited this month

- **The miracle of creolization: a retrospective**
  Author: Richard Price

- **Slave medicine and Obeah in Barbados, circa 1650 to 1834**
  Author: Jerome S. Handler

- **Women in Jamaica’s urban informal economy: insights from a Kingston slum**
  Author: Faye V. Harrison
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The History of'Poor Boy,' the New Orleans Bargain Sandwich, after the theme is formulated, the crowd transposes the unsteady ground.

You say 'po'boy, I say poor boy: New Orleans culinary and labor history sandwiched together, the disturbance factor, unlike some other cases, is theoretically possible.


From Queen Mab to Big Boy: A Century of New Literacies, behaviorism, by defini-Nawlins Comforts Richard Pryor, the Deposit falls payment gas.